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Eden’s Throne is the first mobile action
role-playing game developed by
Bahamut, and is the first action role-
playing game in a franchise that also
includes Eden’s Curse, Eden’s Lost, and
Eden’s Ascendant. This is a game
centered around player-driven story
telling and a more mature and immersive
action role-playing game experience. The
game features a deep player-driven
story, a rich RPG system, a massive
character customization feature, and a
custom dungeon-making feature,
providing endless and exciting gameplay
for your ultimate adventure. The game
was released in Japan on 19th August. *
For the News and PR contacts: +
Aficionados's Program(First collaboration
with Senran Kagura series-owned
publisher) Today, Morality Inc. and
developer D-tation have revealed the full
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details of its upcoming action RPG,
Tarnished, which is scheduled to be
released in Japan on 20th December. The
title will set the player out as a "god",
tasked to fight against the "Elden" and
recover the "Power of Oblivion". Players
will be able to take on the form of
different beings throughout their journey.
Tarnished's introduction trailer was also
released today. Below are the official
western overview and screenshots: [PR]
Here are the key features from Morality
Inc. and D-tation: Key Features - A rich
story with a rich world filled with various
enemies and effects. - System
innovations that support the system of
each of the forms. - Brand new battle
system that features support for 2-on-1
battles and other effects. - Character
Customization with support for hard
bodies. - Full customization of battle
styles (support for both side weapons and
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a variety of different skills). - World maps
that allow players to travel a large area
of over 140 Square kilometers
(approximately 60 Square miles). - Virtual
Reality support. - Regularity combat that
maintains immersion. - Multitude of
Characters that you can customize with
different weapons, armors, and magic. -
Multiple difficulty modes. - Additional
game mode for players who cannot play
for long period of time. - A variety of
different stories and game modes.
[Northwest Front] Originally announced
as "Colossal Vagine Empire Fantasy" back
in September 2018

Features Key:
Beginning of a new fantasy RPG adventure.
A deeply immersive story full of emotions.
The power of the Elden Ring to travel through the Lands Between.
A vast and dynamic world.
Hundreds of weapons, armor, and magic to increase.
A diverse and multifaceted and character growth path where you’ll experience a
number of story arcs as you play.
A variety of first-class characters in renowned and progressive role-playing
video game series. Choose one of these characters to acquire the strengths of
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previous versions, the depth of a new fantasy action RPG, and a unique play
style!

Elden Ring Homepage: >

Follow us on Twitter @Bandai_Hime8 etc...

Tue, 05 Jan 2018 12:00:23 +0000PhantasyStar Online 2 patch 1.2.4 brings you several
of fixes out there. We will also remind you of the instalments that are coming soon.

Throughout the game, there are in our comments, some serious bugs that we want to
tell you about. We know that the game has been out a lot of time but we want to be
able to announce that we intend to patch these. The most recent patch is expected to
contain minor fixes to the game, and we try to keep the version update first before
publishing this new patch. It’s worth noting that we update this page every time a new
patch is released.

E-Sports leagues are back from 5th Jan-15th Jan

Home Page: 

Mobile Lag Fix 1.2.4

Mobile
We have received feedback regarding The monster faction. Now there is a ticket for
them in Bugs at bugs.rosario.org/newcomer (Tell your team to add 'ROYS BROKEN
GOAL #NEWCOMER: MonFans', not me.) Thank you for your feedback! Good news! We
have discovered some really good scenarios, put together by the fans! See all scenarios
above (links to tf sites, GMS site, Youtube Videos, Steam Items, Youtube Videos,... 

Developpment patch is delayed.

I must explain something, sorry, I am little tired. It's an internal thing, we decide when
it happens. It's not "next week", it's simply because my available hours are limited.
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